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Orbia is a purpose-driven company tackling complex
challenges across the globe. Our businesses serve
customers in the name of advancing human life.
We focus on food growth, water management,
infrastructure development, data access, and health
advancement with a portfolio of brands operating in
62 countries.
Key Facts
Commercial activities in
more than

121

Operations in

countries

62

+22,000 Employees
121 Production plants
2 Fluorspar mines
countries

19 R&D Labs
8 Training Academies

Key Figures
Consolidated annual
revenues of

EBITDA of

$7.0

$1.4

Billion

Contact
Paseo de la Reforma No.483, 47 floor
Cuauhtemoc, Mexico City, 06500.
Phone: + 52 (55) 5366 4000
Orbia.com

Our Brands

Billion

Chief Executive Officer
Daniel Martínez-Valle
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Challenge Areas
Food

Water

What tools and technologies can help farmers
grow more with less?

How can cities, communities, and businesses
improve the quality and efficiency of their water
systems?

Data

Health

How does the world connect to the technologies
that power modern life?

What can material science do to make medicine
safer and easier to administer?

Infrastructure

Circularity

How do we build better, safer, smarter, more
efficient cities and communities?

What measures can help products and
production models minimize environmental
harm and maximize circularity?

Select Stories

Food
NetBeat is the first-ever digital irrigation solution to offer
automated, intelligent delivery of water, fertigation, and
crop protection.

Data
We manufacture more than 400 million meters of conduit per
year for delivery of fiber-optic internet and other datacom needs.

Infrastructure
The PlasticRoad is a modular pavement replacement made from
70% post-consumer recycled plastic. Two successful pilot bike
paths were installed in 2018.

Water
Rainwater catchment systems in Central America provided
80 million liters of water for home use last year.

Health
HFA 152a is a new medical propellant for asthma inhalers that
lowers carbon emissions by 90% and increases affordability.

Circularity
Sentio and Calefa are smart systems for temperature control in
homes or larger buildings that enable significant energy savings.
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Our Business
Groups & Brands

Building & Infrastructure
From large scale civic and commercial construction to inhome solutions, this business group focuses largely on water
management while also providing a number of other products
and services. We help build better cities and more capable
communities.

Precision Agriculture
Through efficient drip irrigation systems, digital farming tools,
and innovative services we aim to empower Netafim’s mission of
helping farmers “grow more with less.” We help feed the planet
without wasting water.

Data Communication
Duraline creates the conduit tubing required to physically
connect homes, buildings, and entire communities to highspeed internet. We help the benefits of data access reach as far
and wide as possible.

Fluor
Fluorite from our two mines in Mexico is transformed into a
range of fluoroproducts that make up so many fundamental
parts of human life today. From health to food to basic comfort,
this is how we support a wide variety of human advancement.

Polymer Solutions
Salt and ethane are transformed into valuable compounds
including PVC, PE, ethylene, chlorine, caustic soda, and sodium
hypochlorite used to manufacture a vast array of products. This
is how we help improve safety, aid infrastructure, and modernize
medicine.
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